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EVER WONDERED WHAT OCTOPUSES GET UP TO ON A
COLD WINTER'S NIGHT?

THE POWER OF
ARCHIVAL FOOTAGE

Well, award winning
cinematographer and producer
David Warth knows first hand,
having captured on film a rare
piece of footage - Octopuses
having sex! MORE >>

Donna's Story

MORE NEWS
ABC FOOTAGE HELPED LIGHT UP SYDNEY AT THIS
YEAR'S VIVID FESTIVAL
We were thrilled to have supplied natural history footage for the recent
Vivid Sydney festival which saw the city light up after dark in a spectacle
of colour, light, music and ideas. MORE>>

The ABC Archive contains a
wealth of Australian cultural and
social history that has been
recorded over the past 80 years.
There is also unique footage,
that often has the power to
touch someone in a truly
poignant and profound way.
Here is one such example.
MORE>>

CELEBRATING 80 YEARS OF THE ABC
Just in case you weren't aware, the ABC turned 80 on July 1 this year. To
celebrate, the ABC's Content Services team of Archive researchers have
compiled an historical anniversary photo exhibition honouring 80 years of
the ABC, which is currently on display the ABC's Ultimo Centre foyer.
MORE>>

SEE WHY AUSTRALIAN PRODUCER ANITA JACOBY
VALUES THE WORK OF THE ABC RESEARCHERS
Anita Jacoby, Head of Development at Zapruder's Other Films finds the
services of our Content Services team invaluable to her work, as she
discussed in a short promotional video produced by Jon Steiner and
Susan Kennedy from Content Services. MORE>>
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